ANTIJARGONIST, STRANGER'S GUIDE, ORIENTAL LINGUIST, AND VARIOUS OTHER WORKS, 
Mpressed into a series of portable volumes, on the 
HINDOOSTANEE LANGUAGE, 
In the early called Moors; 
With considerable information respecting eastern tongues, manners, customs, &c. &c. &c.

That previous time, and the voyage to the East Indies, may both be rendered agreeably subservient to the speedy acquisition of much useful knowledge on Indian affairs, intimately connected with future health, fame, happiness, and fortune, in that remote, but promising portion of the British empire.

By the author of HINDOOSTANEE PHILOLOGY, &c. &c.

VOLUME I.

Edinburgh: 
By Walker & Greig, 
Iller, and Arch. Const.; &c.; and Black's & Parp Hall Street, London. 1806.